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One should at least mention sign of carriers (+1), and any other quantities(mobility, carrier concentration……, +1)





MSE 111, Midterm Exam, Spring 2017, Prof. J. Wu 
Closed book, equations are provided 

4. Quantum physics (30 points)
a. Using Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, estimate (i.e., find an approximate expression

without solving the Schordinger equation) the ground state energy of an electron confined in
an infinitely deep, 1 D square well with well width L. Show details. 
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b. d:>n the 1tfthand side the �efunction of a tunnefing electron is schematically shown. If the
barrier becomes a well with a depth Vo (note that here Vo itself is a positive number), then the
situation is different. Please draw similarly the electron wavefunction in the three regions for this
case. Please pay attention to wavefunctions connections, their relative amplitude, and their
relative period (or wavelength). Clearly indicate how the amplitude and the wavelength differ in
all three regions, or whether it should not be different. (Here, consider the case where tunneling
probability (T) or the probability of transmission is less than one. Resonant tunneling (T= l) will
be discussed in the next question)
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If the drawing is right, +2, and if one addressed any other following condition, +2/each



2 way of solving it, but the grading would only follow one which gives you more points (than 
the other)
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